Radiosynthesis and pharmacological evaluation of [11C]EMD-95885: a high affinity ligand for NR2B-containing NMDA receptors.
EMD-95885, 6-[3-[4-(4-fluorobenzyl)piperidino]propionyl]-3H-benzoxazol-2-one (1) has been described as a selective antagonist for the NMDA receptors containing NR2B subunits, displaying an IC50 of 3.9 nM for this subtype. EMD-95885 (1) has been synthesized in good overall yield and labelled with carbon-11 ( T1/2 : 20.4 min) at its benzoxazolinone moiety using [11C]phosgene. The pharmacological profile of [11C]EMD-95885 ([11C]-1) was evaluated in vivo in rats with biodistribution studies and brain radioactivity monitored with intracerebral radiosensitive beta-microprobes. The brain uptake of [11C]-1 was homogeneous (0.4-0.6%ID/mL) across the different brain structures studied. This in vivo brain regional distribution of [11C]-1 was not consistent with the known distribution of NR2B subunits. Also as a measure of specificity the hippocampus/cerebellum ratio reached 0.8 throughout the time course of the experiment supporting the lack of specificity. Competition studies with the NR2B prototypic ligand ifenprodil and EMD-95885 (1), 30 min before the radioligand injection, displayed homogeneous reduction of [11C]-1 uptake of 40-60%. Pre-treatment of rats with DTG (sigma ligand), MDL105519 (glycine site antagonist) and MK801 (ion channel blocker) had no inhibitory effect on [11C]-1 uptake. Use of haloperidol as a blocking drug also resulted in a homogeneous inhibition of [11C]-1 uptake by 66-60%, which does not reflect binding to dopamine or sigma receptors. Due to the homogeneous radioligand uptake and inhibition and no measure of cerebral blood flow effects during these blocking studies it is uncertain whether any specific binding is observed. In view of these results, [11C]EMD-95885 ([11C]-1) does not have the required properties for imaging NR2B containing NMDA receptors using positron emission tomography.